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This year more than ever we're all looking forward to coming together with family and friends to
celebrate Christmas in the comfort of our homes. It's looking to be a cold one so it's time to light
the fire, gather together and enjoy the warmth of Christmas feasts, movies and time with loved
ones. Our Home for Christmas Box is so wintry though, it may make you wish your home was a
log cabin in the middle of a snowy forest! 

Your first gift inspired the theme for this box: a fine bone china mug by Sophie Allport, from their
'Home for Christmas' range. Next we have a Body & Bath Oil by Clarity Blend in a Deep Forest
fragrance, evoking pine forests and winter landscapes. Finally we have Milk Chocolate &
Honeycomb Snowflakes by Coco Pzazz, one of our favourite new discoveries from the past year.
Wishing you all a healthy, happy and cosy Christmas!

Coco Pzazz make artisan chocolate and fudge in the Welsh countryside,
combining delicious flavours, unique artwork and sustainable packaging
in the form of compostable bio-film and recyclable cardboard.

These snowflakes are made from milk chocolate with honeycomb
pieces. They come in four packs of two snowflakes so you can treat
yourself a little bit at a time.

This festive fine bone china mug is dotted with illustrations of
Christmas trees and presents, bundled high onto sleighs and into
cars, snowy fir trees and families preparing for Christmas. 

The mug is presented in a gift box, is dishwasher and microwave
safe and is made from fine bone china. It has a capacity of 275 ml.
You can find a matching set of tea towels in our shop.
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Sophie Allport Home for Christmas Mug

Coco Pzazz Milk Chocolate & Honeycomb Snowflakes

Clarity Blend Deep Forest Body & Bath Oil

This body and bath oil by Clarity Blend combines deeply soothing and
calming vetiver with festive fir needle, black pepper and mood boosting
sweet orange to create an earthy, masculine scent with sweet citrussy top
notes. Blended to help you slow down, reconnect and tap into the calm and
quiet of a forest bathing experience.

Packed with nutrient-rich Jojoba and Almond Oils, Deep Forest will leave
your skin deeply hydrated without any residue. Add a few drops to your
bath or massage into skin after bathing or showering. 100% natural and
vegan with no artificial fragrances or parabens.


